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Recent advances in wired and wireless networking infrastructure are leading to a new
form of computing we call Networked Computing. Networked Computing is a form of
computing where a user takes advantage of networked computing facilities available
through the global networks ("the Net"). Networked computing relies heavily on
computing resources that are not locally present, but are only available to the user
across the Net. Further, it provides an environment where components from different
service providers can be combined in an intelligent manner to form a virtual problem
solving environment for the problem at hand.
This paper describes the IIELLPACK networked computing service that we have made
available through the World Wide Web. IIELLPACK is a problem solving environment
(PSE) for solving partial differential equation (POE) problems. In this document we
describe our vision of networked computing and our experience in making this fairly
complex system available over the web as a networked computing service. Our
experiences indicate that this is a valid and realistic approach for providing computing





As we leap forward towards the new millennium, we find ourselves in the midst of the networking
phase of the information revolution. While the current emphasis in this revolution is mostly on how to
better use the network for information access and not on how to use it for computation, we believe
that networked computing (referred to sometimes as virtual compuUng or meta-computing) is the
way of the future for computing.
1.1 Networked Computing
Networked computing is a form of computing where vital pieces of software used by some computing
process are only virtually1 available to the user via some network. This is in contrast to the current
software usage model where one purchases a copy (or copies) of software for use within local hosts,
possibly even distributed on a collection of local hosts. With networked computing, the view of soft-
ware changes from a product to a service where the software developer will provide a computing ser~
vice to interested parties over the network. The raw computing power to run this service may be
purchased from the software service provider, be provided by the end user or may even be pur-
chased from a third party computing service provider.
The networked computing model does not apply to all computing services of course; one will still
acquire the software one uses constantly on a more permanent basis. Such software may include
the basic operating system and network access software. We do believe however that the degree of
permanency wHi change from the current one-time purchase model to that of "software leases"
where one obtains usage rights for a certain period of time. Further, as software is improved upon by
the software provider, it will be automatically downloaded to the user's site as long as the software
lease is in effect. It is also possible that the compute power (the CPU, memory, disk space etc.) to
execute software is purchased Oeased) from a third party.
This new model of computing is similar to practice that is ubiquitous in other areas such as account-
inglbilling services where one uses software from one source along with the labor from another to
achieve the desired computation. We envision that this model will eventually become fully automated
1. By virtually we mean that the software is only available remotely via over network.
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and effectively transparent to the user in more general computing scenarios, after which market
forces will make it the dominant paradigm.
The new paradigm is well suited to high periormance distributed scientific computing scenarios such
as multidisciplinary computing [1] and problem solving environments [2][3]. In such environments
where one often studies complex physical phenomena, one applies pieces of disparate software
from different sources to complete the desired computations. The networked model where one
(remotely) accesses software services is clearly better suited for this type of scenario as it does not
require prior, static software "purchases.n This leads to more rapid access to new developments and
to faster, more effective technology transfer. The networked computing model also brings forth a new
degree of distributed computation. The current distributed computing model refers to computing that
is distributed within a (parallel, distributed memory) machine or on a local area network. With net-
worked computing, we have true distributed computing with components distributed on to platforms
that may be thousands of miles away from the computation owner's location.
Figure 1 illustrates an instance of the vision of networked computing. A user located anywhere in the
world accesses a networked computing service such as Web IIELLPACK via the network. The ser~
vice's user interiace is exported to the user in some fashion so that the user can easily interact with
it. The user formulates the problem via this interiace and has it solved at the server site. The server,
in turn, accesses other servers (e.g., specialized solvers or parallel machines) via the network during
the solution process. Finally, the results as well as the visualization user interiace is returned to the
user for further processing. To pay for the services, the user may use an electronic payment scheme
such as DigiCash [4] or may have some prior computation bartering agreement with the service pro-
viders.
1.2 Relationship to the World Wide Web
The common person today identifies the network revolution with the World Wide Web. The World
Wide Web (WWW, Web) [5] is a distributed information system which provides the policies and
mechanisms for interconnecting pieces of related information as well as convenient graphical tools
for navigating an "infospheren of connected information. Recently, new developments such as the
Java programming language [6] have transformed the Web from purely an information system to a






FIGURE 1. A future scenario for high performance, networked scientific computing.
more consumer-oriented environment where one can not only acquire information, but also make
purchases and even perform some computing services. The ubiquity of the Web decries that (at
least for the near future) any new networked computing models be 'Web-friendly:' In other words, it
takes advantage of the Web protocols, facilities and most importantly software as much as possible.
This has several advantages as well - it allows for networked computing services to be easily adver-
tised, searched for and located using the mature, well-developed tools of the Web. It further allows
seamless access from different computing platforms ranging from high powered workstations to
supercomputers to desktop personal computers to hand-held personal digital assistant type devices.
Last, but probably most important, it makes the software accessible to millions of users world wide
while demanding little from them in terms of computing knowledge. Hence, we believe that net-
worked computing services that will arrive in the short- to middle-term future will be appropriately
Web-friendly and will take advantage of the technologies of the Web.
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The Web can also be viewed as an operating system for the network [7]. One must then understand
the components of the virtual computer presented by the network and then have a set of applications
that bring to light the features and benefits of this model of computing. Some of our recent research
efforts have been focused on clarifying this view and on realizing applications that exploit its facilities.
1.3 Web IIELLPACK
The first step towards realizing the networked computing environments of the future is to develop
networked computing service providers. In this paper, we present Web IIELLPACK, a Web-based
networked computing service that provides a sophisticated problem solving environment for solving
partial differential equation (PDE) problems. Web IIELLPACKis a system that allows remote users to
access and use our IIELLPACK problem solving environment [8] in a convenient and effective man-
ner. We consider this to be a first generation networked computing environment and present our
experience with developing and managing it. WebllELLPACKis now available for public use at http:/
Ipellpack.cs.purdue.edul.
This rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the IIELLPACK POE solv-
ing system upon which WebllELLPACKis built. Section 3 describes the architecture and implemen-
tation of the Web IIELLPACK system. Section 4 discusses some related work and indicates how our
work differs from it. Section 5 discusses the limitations and future work in this effort and identify
some of the technical and non-technical issues that must be resolved before one can fully realize the
networked computing model.
2. The IIELLPACK Problem Solving Environment
IIELLPACK is a problem solving environment for solving POE problems on high performance com-
puting platforms as well as a development environment for building new POE solvers or PDE solver
components. The numerical solvers currently available in IIELLPACK include not only solvers that we
have developed, but also a large collection of solvers developed by others. As a problem solving
environment, IIELLPACK has a "natural" language for specifying POE problems and their solution
schemes. A complete graphical user interface assists users in specifying the POE problem and the
solution algorithm and also for analyzing computed solutions. Problems may be solved sequentially
or in parallel on a variety of supported parallel platforms.
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FIGURE 2. A view of some of the graphical tools in IIELLPACK.
The main design objective of IIELLPACK is to create an intelligent software environment where both
sequential and parallel POE solvers can be implemented in a reasonable time. IIELLPACK presents
application users with a high level environment to abstractly specify POE problems and build solvers
for them using intrinsic solver components. Knowledgeable users can apply IIELLPACK's solver
development facilities to build new solvers which can be made available as intrinsic solver compo-
nents for application users.
The IIELLPACK system evolved from the well-known ELLPACK system [9]. IIELLPACK has evolved
ELLPACK in many ways, including the addition of parallel solution facilities, a complete graphical
user interface, symbolic manipulation of POE problems, finite element solution methods and a frame-
work for the seamless integration of foreign POE and linear algebraic system solvers. The basic
infrastructure of IIELLPACK described below thus extends the infrastructure present in ELLPACK to
support the added functionality. Figure 2 shows some of the graphical domain specification, mesh
generation, domain decomposition and solution visualization tools available in IIELLPACK.
The usage model adopted by IIELLPACK is based on decomposing the PDE problem and the solu-
tion process to their natural constituent parts. In this view, a POE problem is said to consist of a par-
tial differential equation, the domain over which this model is defined, the conditions that hold at the
boundary of the domain and for time dependent problems, the conditions that hold at the beginning
of the simulation. For a large class of numerical solution techniques, these components allow the
solution process to be decomposed to domain discretization (generating the discrete domain over
which the numerical solution is computed), operator discretization (generating the linear or nonlinear
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algebraic equations that need to be solved) and solving the resulting system of equations. Other
solution schemes combine all of these steps into one composite step that results in the final PDE
solution. For parallel solutions, any or all of these steps may be executed on a parallel machine.
The original ELLPACK system was designed to support the specification and solution of second
order, 1, 2 and 3-dimensional linear elliptic PDE problems, using primarily finite difference solution
techniques. The IIELLPACK system uses this same basic computational infrastructure, but has
added many components to better support nonlinear and time dependent problems, and both
sequential and parallel finite difference and finite element techniques.
When solving a problem with IIELLPACK, one must specify the PDE problem and the solution algo-
rithm to be applied using the high level POE language and/or the graphical tools. This POE model
and solution specification is compiled by translating it to a FORTRAN driver program, compiling this
driver with a native FORTRAN compiler, and then linking it with the appropriate libraries. After the
resulting executable is run, the computed data may be imported into the solution analysis environ-
ment for visualization and analysis. The entire process is managed via the top level graphical envi-
ronment of IIELLPACK.
In order to realize the IIELLPACK computational environment, we have adopted three levels of pro-
gramming with standardized data structures and interiaces among the various POE objects involved
in the solution process.
At the highest level, the graphical user interiace provides application users with knowledge-based,
object~oriented editors to define problem components, specify the solution process and periorm var-
ious post-processing analyses. The problem and solution specifications are expressed in terms of a
high level POE language, which is used to represent the POE objects produced by the graphical edi-
tors. The IIELLPACK language processor is used to compile this high level problem and solution
specification into a driver program that invokes various library modules to realize the user's solution
process.
This architecture is implemented in IIELLPACK in terms of seven SUbsystems. These SUbsystems
represent the solution process that application users follow. The PDE Problem Specification Sub-
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system and the POE Solution Specification SUbsystem provide users with graphical editors, ''foreign''
system templales, the IIELLPAGK language and embedded FORTRAN code. The PDE Libraries
implement sequential and parallel solver components that are available to users via the solution
specification sUbsystem. They include the ELLPACK solver library, the IIELLPACK solver library and
"foreign" solver libraries such as FIOISOL, VECFEM, POECOL and POEONE. The various compo-
nents are interconnected using standardized interfaces which support the "plug-and-play" approach
provided by IIELLPACK. The Knowledge Based Framework assists users with the selection of an
appropriate solution process for a given problem. The Language Processor uses the high level POE
language specification to generate a driver program that implements the solution scheme given in
the high level specification. Furthermore, it is used to integrate new POE solver components to the II
ELLPACK system. The Execution Subsystem provides a framework for executing IIELLPACK pro-
grams. It helps users compile and execute programs on all the hardware and software platforms that
IIELLPACK supports by managing the complexities associated with sequential and multi-platform
parallel execution. The Analysis Subsystem provides users with graphical tools for visualizing and
analyzing computed solutions and for collecting and visualiZing performance data.
3. Web IIELLPACK
The goal of the Web IIELLPACK service is to allow remote users to access and use the IIELLPACK
system in a safe, secure and effective manner. With the current architecture of IIELLPACK, this
means that the service would be required to use one of our machines instead of a remote user's
machine.
Our design was guided by the following principles: 1) We do not want to give outside users direct
access to our machine(s) for obvious security reasons. 2) We do want to control who has access to
the software, at least for the purpose of accountability. 3) We want to give users privacy; i.e., one
user should not be able to freely browse other users' files.
To satisfy these constraints, we developed an account-oriented model where users "log in" to their
"accounf' and then access the software. We chose to create the "accounts" within the data space of
a custom Web server. We maintain access control using standard Web security constraints. To main~
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tain security, we used several levels of Unix security mechanisms to prevent remote users from
harming our machines.
The Web IIELLPACK service consists of the following components: a Sun SparcStation LX worksta-
tion, a special WWW server, the IIELLPACK system, and administration and maintenance software.
In the rest of this section, we describe the operation of the system and its security mechanisms.
3.1 Operation
The machine pelJpack.cs.purdue.edu is currently providing the Web IIELLPACK service to the Inter-
net community. The top level page of this web site is shown in Figure 3. There are three tasks the
user may do at this point: run a demonstration of Web IIELLPACK, request an account to use the ser-
vice, or log in and use the service.
To run IIELLPACK (as a demonstration or otherwise), the user needs to have the X window system
operational on hislher machine. In order for the machine providing the Web IIELLPACK service to
display X windows on the user's display, the user must instruct their own machine to permit this
action. The command for doing so is conveniently provided to the user in a set up page in both dem-
onstration and actual runs.
Once the appropriate permissions have been set up, the demonstration is started by pressing the
"Run" button. The demonstration IIELLPACK system then runs on the WWW service machine and
displays its windows on the user's display. Figure 4 shows the demonstration in operation. The
WWW browser is blocked until the execution is complete. Once the operation is complete, the user is
presented with a page that allows them to send comments to the IIELLPACK developers.
For normal operation, the user must first request access to use the Web IIELLPACK service by filling
a (Web) form and submitting it to the service administrators. We currently process these requests
manually so that we have direct knowledge of who accesses the service. Once the Web IIELLPACK
service is more stabilized, we expect to enable automatic processing of these requests. Processing
the request requires us to provide the user with an initial login identifier and an initial password which
the user may use to create an account for themselves. Then, we add this login to the WWW server
access control file that controls who has access to the account creation page.
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We allow the user to create their own account as a matter of convenience tor the user. Once the user
receives the initial login and password, (s)he visits the account creation page using these tokens and
sets up an account for themselves. The account information is submitted to us via another form (Fig-
ure 5). This request is processed automatically by creating a uhome" directory for the user within the
WWW server's data space and by creating an access control file there that restricts access only to
this user.
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Web IIELLPACK
The Web IIELLPACK demonstration in operation.
Once the account has been set up, the user may log in any rime and use the IIELLPACK system. The
home directory works like a normal home directory; Le., the user may use it as a persistent working
area and may save programs and results there. Files may be off-loaded from this directory using a
web browser, but we currently do not support uploading files to this directory. We expect to support
file uploading using the support for file uploads in HTML3 [10] forms.
3.2 Security and Access Control
The primary concern of anyone providing any Internet-wide service is that of security. The security
concerns in the Web IIELLPACK service include ensuring that users do not get access to files out-
side of the service boundaries, that they have restricted access outside of their home directory, that
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FIGURE 5. The Web IIELLPACK account initialization form.
they cannot compromise the system in any way and that they cannot access and compromise the
local network in any way.
We ensure that these constraints are maintained by using several levels of security as provided by
the Unix operating system. First, the WWW server and the IIELLPACK software is run within a
restricted file system. A restricted file system in Unix (created using the chroot(2) system call) is a
mechanism by which we can isolate a set of directories into a virtual file system. Only files within the
restricted environment are visible to any process running inside the virtual file system, while this set
of directories is visible as a normal directory for regular processes. We run the WWW server and all
of the IIELLPACK software from inside this virtual file system. To accomplish this, it is necessary to
have a copy of all the software that these processes require within the virtual file system. This is a
tedious process as this includes software such as a FORTRAN compiler, basic commands such as /
b;n/rm as well as innocuous files such as /dev/zero. The set of system level files that need to be cop-
ied into this environment is extremely ad hoc as there is no listing of them readily available. To make
matters worse, this set may differ slightly from one processor to another, even from the same manu-
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facturer, as hardware dependent files need to be present as well. Executing within the virtual file sys-
tem guarantees (in as much as Unix correctly implements the chroot(2) system call) that a process
running inside the virtual file system cannot look out.
The second objective is to ensure that users can only access their own files and other public files.
We implement this by using the Web's access control mechanisms. The HTTP protocol [11] which
drives the Web includes a security policy called "Basic" which allows one to require correct user-
name / password pairs before providing access to some file or directory. We use this mechanism to
ensure that users have full access only to their own directories and to directories which are not pro-
tected by some other username / password pair.
The next level of security is to run the WWW server and the users' IIELLPACK processes as the Unix
user nobody. This is a Unix login which typically carries no access privileges for any file or resource
of any significance. For example, processes running as nobody cannot access the network devices.
With this, we ensure that even if a remote user somehow compromises IIELLPACK and access the
Unix process running it, then all he or she can do is something which is relatively harmless.
Finally, we can fully isolate the server from other local area network traffic by placing the machine in
an isolated subnetwork. This guarantees that even if the user were to break into this machine in
some way, he or she would not be able to gather useful information by sniffing the network.
We believe that these measures address the security and access control concerns of Web //ELL-
PACK
4. Related Work
Placing an X window system program on the Web and allowing others to run it is a fairly routine
activity now on the World Wide Web (e.g., [12]). However, prOViding a networked computing service
is not just a matter of placing an executable on the Web. It requires setting up all the policies and
mechanisms that we have described above in addition to developing strategies for how to maintain
and manage such a service. We have not found any work similar to ours that attempts to provide a
regUlar, long term service rather than a one-time demonstration.
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The Matrix Market [13] is a recently announced Web service that allows its uses to browse a data-
base of matrices and to selectively inspect and download them. While this service currently does not
provide any direct computation support, we are collaborating with the developers to build a "roving
matrix generation" service by developing a series of Java applets for this purpose. This is also a dif-
ferent type of service from the model we present, however, as the service provider simply provides
the software (Java applet) which will be downloaded and run on the user's machine.
In some of our own previous work [14] we have developed a system that allows one to build a note-
book interface for a problem solving environment using WWW tools. This interlace, while not provid-
ing a computation service, allows users to access and interact with computation services that are
remotely accessible via the Web. The work reported here is complimentary to that as here we are
concentrating on providing the networked computing services that tools such as our notebook inter-
face can access and interact with.
There is a large body of work on distributed computing and distributed problem solving. The multi-
tude of conferences, workshops and journals dedicated to these topics serve as evidence. We argue
that networked computing differs from traditional distributed computing or distributed problem solving
in several ways. First, distributed computing typically deals with computation distributed in a local
area. While network technology makes the local vs. remote issue mostly transparent to the program-
mer and to the user, there are other issues such as accounting and security that are completely dif-
ferent in a global setting. Also, the research issues in building software for locally distributed
computation are significantly different from the research issues in building software for globally dis~
tributed computation. We outline some of these issues in the next section.
5. Discussion
In this paper we have presented our vision of a new model of computing called Networked Comput-
ing as well as a first step we have taken to build such environments. The Web IIELLPACK system is
now available for public use and we welcome feedback from its users. Several users have located the
service even though we have not announced it publicly as yet. There are approximately 20 registered
users of which about 10 are active. While the feedback we have received has been generally encour-
aging, it is clear that most users are not satisfied with the response speed of the software operating
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over the Internet. In order to fully realize our vision, it is imperative that the speed of the Internet be at
least an order of magnitude faster. Given the amount of commercial interest on the Internet, we fully
expect that major improvements in the network infrastructure are forthcoming shortly.
This work represents a step towards realizing the vision of networked computing. There are many
benefits to be gained by this mode of operation. We identify the following as being significant:
• Generality - any machine connected to the Internet can access a software service without con-
cerns about language or machine compatibility.
• Interaction - the user can interact with the software as if it were directly available locally.
• Access to high performance computers and other special hardware - unlike today's situation
where one needs hardware to be available locally, networked computing allows hardware
resources to be consumed remotely as well. While it is possible to access such machines
remotely via remote login even today, using them effectively is not convenient due to differences,
and hence difficulties, with software setup and management.
• No code portability problems - software developers and their customer no longer need to worry
about porting program code between different hardware I operating system platforms.
There are several technical and non-technical issues that need to be resolved before the networked
computing model can be fully realized. We briefly discuss some of these below.
• Performance of the user interface: In order to achieve good performance over the highly loaded
Internet, in addition to improving network capacity, it is likely that one will need to better use the
network. There is a clear trade off in user interface performance between exporting code to the
user's machine and executing code on the server. Our existing prototype (Which executes all of its
user interface code on the server) shows that communicating each mouse click and key click back
to the server for processing provides unsatisfactory interactive performance due to network
delays. Our analysis of IIELLPACK indicates that almost all of the interaction can be run locally by
exporting a moderate amount of code implemented in an architecture neutral, network transport-
able programming language such as Java. The user interface, however, does use tools that are
both time consuming to execute and which are too large to export. Examples are MAXIMA (used
to transform mathematical equations) and domain processors (used to create meshes or grids in
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geometric domains). These tools usually require pauses even without a network and the added
delay due to networks is likely to be acceptable.
• Software architecture ofnetworked PSEs: The performance of the user interface is only one of the
aspects of software architecture of networked PSEs that needs to be addressed. Clearly it is nec-
essary to re-engineer existing software before it can be made into a fUlly functional network ser-
vice. We are continuing our research in this direction.
• Dynamically extending system capabilities: An added twist to networked PSEs is that ideally the
remote user should be able to augment the capabilities of the system with his/her own compo-
nents as well. The IIELLPACK system has this model and we are currently stUdying ways to allow
this facility. In collaboration with researchers at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville and the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, we are experimenting with the NetSolve system [15] as a possible
mechanism for implementing this facility.
• Software ownership and fair use: We prevent the copying of our software by placing the program
code in directories which are not accessible via the Web. However, the question of "fair use" is still
murky as we may, in theory, allow thousands of people to use our single machine copy of a pri-
vately owned or commercial code. While most current license agreements do not address this
issue, we strongly believe that they will soon.
• Payments for computing services: The issue of who pays the computing costs needs to be
resolved in some way. We currently ignore this issue completely by providing the service free of
charge, but its easy to realize that when such services become commonplace that it will be essen-
tial for having costing and payment schemes.
We believe that addressing these and other important issues will lead to the creation of networked
computing service providers and to the realization of the networked computing model. Given the
economic preference for service-oriented schemes as opposed to product-oriented schemes, we
believe that this will lead to a better world of software.
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